
Provincial Spring Games 
Basketball 

 

 

Teams from the 2020 Spring Games 

Teams who were identified to attend the 2020 games are required to participate in an 

invitational competition (HTG, etc) and submit their results HERE. 

Teams will have their rosters confirmed using the Declaration of Interest submissions.  

If a team roster does not meet the maximum roster size, the team will be permitted 

to pick up players to reach that maximum roster size. 

Teams will be permitted to pick up a maximum of four (4) players to achieve the 

maximum rosters size.  The number of pick up players granted to a team will be 

dependent on the number of players that were picked up in 2020. 

Examples: 

Team picked up two players in 2020. They will be eligible to pick up two players in 

2024 to reach their maximum roster. 

Team picked up one player in 2020. They will be eligible to pick up three players in 

2024 to reach their maximum roster. 

Team did not pick up any players in 2020.  They will be eligible to pick up four players 

in 2024 to reach their maximum roster. 

Pick up player eligibility: 

Pick up players must have attended a Provincial Qualifier to be eligible for pick up. 

 

New Teams for the 2024 Spring Games 

Please attend the Provincial Qualifier for your conference.  S.O.O. identification 

procedures will be in effect.   

 2020 Quota = 24 teams 2024 Quota = 29 teams 

 2020 Returning Teams = 22 

 Quota available = 7 teams 

 Each Provincial Conference Qualifier (6) will be awarded one (1) team quota. 

o The quota will be awarded via random draw of the Division winners from each 

Provincial Qualifying competitions. 

 One host team quota will be awarded 

 If necessary, one additional quota will be dedicated to potential use as a Reserve 

Performance Quota (bringing the total to 30 teams). 

 

https://www1.specialolympicsontario.com/games/1786-2/
https://www1.specialolympicsontario.com/resources/7000-314-reserve-performance-quotas-for-provincial-games-team-sport/
https://www1.specialolympicsontario.com/resources/7000-314-reserve-performance-quotas-for-provincial-games-team-sport/

